I bought this because I had already purchased From the Cover: 15 Memorable Projects for Quilt Lovers, which was also prepared and edited by "Quilters Newsletter Magazine" and that was a book that I really liked. The sixteen quilts in this book are less dazzling than those in From the Cover: 15 Memorable Projects for Quilt Lovers, but this is a lovely and professionally done collection of patterns nonetheless. There were seven quilts from this collection that I added to my list of quilts I want to make. Paper Piecing Fun. Collection by Amanda Gartman &c Last updated 3 weeks ago. 80.Â And despite the name, this block is not limited to winter holiday projects, as shown in the variations shown below: A lap quilt, using Flying Geese sashing blocks and muted, but traditionalâ€¢ Quilting Tutorials. Quilting Projects. Sewing Projects. Small Quilt Projects Foundation Paper Piecing Small Quilts Mini Quilts. Sewing Machine Quilting. Sewing Machines. A Pattern for YOU! Remember this little goodie?Â Skull Quilt Block Paper Piecing Pattern: This is a great paper piecing tutorial for Halloween! This sewing tutorial is perfect for those who love to paper piece. Click through for the tutorial and a video walkthrough. | www.sewwhataling.com. Circle Quilt Patterns.